MIGRATE YOUR IT
INFRASTRUCTURE
CHOOSING THE RIGHT PARTNER IS
CRITICAL TO ENSURING A SEAMLESS
DATA CENTER MIGRATION.

PARTNERING WITH IRON
MOUNTAIN ON DATA CENTER
MIGRATION CREATES AN IDEAL
SOLUTION FOR THE CUSTOMER.
BOTH COMPANIES ARE
WELL KNOWN FOR BEING
EXPERIENCED WITH A WIDE
RANGE OF CUSTOMERS,
EXCEEDING EXPECTATIONS
AND BEING DETAIL ORIENTED
WITH BUSINESS NEEDS.
– PREMIER DATA CENTER SERVICES

Moving or consolidating a
data center can be a challenge.
According to Gartner, more than
50% of data center migrations
exceed their timeline; that same
percentage exceed their budget.
Many companies cite lack of
resources and expertise when
asked about the challenges of
their migration projects.

bring deep experience and deliver
results. That’s why we have partnered with Premier Data Center
Services to provide an end-to-end
solution for data center migration
services and secure, reliable
co-location facilities.

Fortunately, Iron Mountain
Data Centers offers a
stress-free solution.

Our team brings all the expertise
and experience needed to
successfully analyze, plan, design
and execute your infrastructure
relocation on time and on budget.

LET IRON MOUNTAIN AND
PREMIER DATA CENTER
SERVICES DO THE HEAVY
LIFTING, ENSURING YOUR
DATA MIGRATION SUCCESS
As a global leader in storage
and information management, we
work with business partners that

WE OFFER A SEAMLESS DATA
MIGRATION SOLUTION TO FIT
YOUR NEEDS.

Our seamless solution provides:
> A single point of contact
> A clear statement of work
> One contract

We start by helping you develop a
migration business case and finish
with testing that assures you and
your stakeholders a successful
migration.

SEAMLESS DATA MIGRATION SOLUTIONS
Our Expert Team

How We Do It

In addition to skilled project management and experienced leadership,
our team includes structured cabling personnel, specialized movers and
network and systems engineers that assist your staff in bringing routers,
SANs, and servers back on-line promptly and correctly.

Once we have helped you establish your migration strategy and goals,
our team will assess your environment and transfer knowledge from
your resources to help us scope the project.

Our core expertise includes data center operations, network planning,
current state analysis, rack and electrical load design, logistics planning
and execution, and data and equipment testing.

We craft the design and build-out plans, develop a run book, and map
necessary resources for your review and approval while we develop testing
procedures used to finalize the migration. This preparation enables us to
make the move and ensure nothing gets missed. Once your data center
has been migrated to its new home with Iron Mountain Data Centers,
we demonstrate success through final testing and analysis.

10 STEPS TO MIGRATION SUCCESS
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MIGRATION BUSINESS CASE

We work with you to define the core
business benefits, ROI and increased
business efficiency.
STRATEGY AND GOALS

We’ll review your objectives,
application down time and risk tolerance
in order to develop a high-level roadmap
that aligns with your goals.
ASSESSMENT OF ENVIRONMENT

The team will perform a comprehensive
review and document your infrastructure,
applications, networks, security,
dependencies and more.
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KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER
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DESIGN AND BUILDOUT
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RUN BOOK DEVELOPMENT

Our project management and subject
matter experts conduct thorough
interviews with all stakeholders to
fully understand your environment.

Our data center experts work with your
infrastructure team to design and build
out your new environment to meet your
current and long-term requirements.

The run book is a thorough,
detailed list of tactical migration details
including schedule, contacts, inventory
and action items that drive the successful
execution of each migration event.
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RESOURCE MAPPING
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DEVELOPMENT OF TESTING PROCEDURES
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MAKING THE MOVE
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We identify and Integrate your resources
into the overall project and note any gaps
which the IMDC and Premier team can fill.

We follow best practices to develop
appropriate testing procedures and
obtain stakeholder approvals.

Execution of the migration
according to the plans contained
in the runbook.
POST-MIGRATION TESTING & ANALYSIS

We perform thorough testing and
retesting to ensure everything is
ready for the cutover.

Our combined expertise and proven process provides an end-to-end solution. Learn more at Data Center Services.

